NYBA BASKETBALL REFEREE EVALUATION FORM

OFFICIAL EVALUATED ________________________________ DATE ______________

DIVISION ___________________ LEAGUE DIRECTOR ______________________

The following rating scale is to be used:  
0 = Unsatisfactory 1 = Poor 2 = Needs Improvement 3 = Average 4 = Good 5 = Excellent

_______ APPEARANCE - Were they dressed appropriately; Referee shirt worn? Did they project confident court presence?

_______ PROFESSIONALISM - Professional attitude towards coaches, players and officials.

_______ GAME MANAGEMENT - Were game procedures followed? How did the official manage coaches, players, and fans?

_______ WHISTLE/CALLS - Was there a strong whistle? Was there a strong voice in announcing calls?

_______ SIGNALS - Were their signals clear and correct?

_______ POSITION/ROTATION - Were they in good position? Move with purpose and make adjustments? Hustle?

_______ CALL SELECTIVITY - Did they make quality calls? Consistency? Preventive officiating?

_______ COMMUNICATION - Communication with partner, table, coaches, and players.

_______ RULES KNOWLEDGE - Did they know, understand and apply the rules fairly?

_______ OVERALL SCORE

COMMENTS: ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Signature ____________________________ Print Name ____________________________